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Introduction
Self-determination and freedom from foreign territorial acquisition and annexation still are core
issues in the international arena and a source of human rights struggles. Through the consolidation
of economies in the twenty-first century, there has, however, been a shift in the importance of these
issues and in the meaning of “occupied” territories. This paper challenges the idea that the status
quo of self-determination is the most important element of the human rights agenda of the
indigenous Uyghur community in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of Western China.
Economic development and justice are more important to the Uyghurs. By addressing economic
and social demands, China can curb separatist desires and civil unrest in Xinjiang. An analysis of the
current education system and popular culture will demonstrate the responsiveness of the Uyghur
youth to the possibility of achieving economic prosperity rather than pursuing a path of
independence.
Self-Determination as a Human Right
The United Nations General Assembly has addressed the topic of indigenous rights to selfdetermination, because that issue has been at the forefront of several national ands international
conflicts throughout history. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration for
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples both explicitly describe the right of self-determination and
freedom from foreign intervention. The rights granted in these international instruments are
intended to promote freedom from oppressive regimes that annex or occupy territories inhabited by
indigenous populations.
In the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) of Western China, these liberties have
been in dispute for over a half-century. From the 1950s, when the People’s Liberation Army took
control of the region, up through current events, such as the summer uprising of 2009, there has
been a history of political and social discontent with the Chinese government’s influence over the
region. There is no question that political independence is important for the Uyghur community.
Political independence can provide better conditions for citizens and potentially strengthen a society.
There are tangible economic and political issues that affect societies’ capacity for prosperity when
political independence is at stake. For example, without autonomy, there is no opportunity for
democratic political representation or economic distributive justice. Both of these examples can be
observed in the XUAR.
The Chinese government’s response to the Uyghurs’ dissatisfaction with the current situation
has been violent confrontation. This has escalated the hostility toward the government and has made
the situation even more volatile. The government shows no sign of willingness to negotiate any
demands over territory, and the radical elements of the Uyghur population show no sign of backing
down. There can, however, be a compromise forged between the Chinese government and the
younger Uyghurs. The Chinese government can deflect the secessionist desires of the population by
offering economic opportunities and social inclusion to the younger generation of Uyghurs. Those
younger Uyghurs have shown a more positive response to Chinese policies that are more open to
their inclusion, a tendency that can be observed in the current trends in education and pop culture.
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The youth have an inclination towards being educated in Han Chinese (the ethnic majority in
China) schools, rather than Uyghur schools, and prefer music that is apolitical, as opposed to the
politically charged songs that were popular during the 1990s. These social trends point to the next
generation of Uyghurs’ responsiveness to modernity and unity, rather than opposition and resistance
to the past.
Education
The education choices for Uyghur students are another indicator of a changing population. The
current education system in China entails a trilingual policy for minority students, who are to be
taught in their ethnic language during primary school and in Chinese during secondary, while also
learning English in order to complete proficiency requirements for post-secondary schools. This
system handicaps Uyghur students who must learn three languages during the course of their
studies, and who are often taught Chinese by Uyghur teachers who do not have a strong background
in the language.
There is also a disparity in the quality of education between minkaohan and minkaomin schools.
Minkaohan are Uyghurs who are taught in Han schools, and minkaomin are Uyghurs who are taught in
Uyghur schools. The utility of the education received in minkaomin schools is minimal, as these
schools do not adequately prepare students for higher education in Han schools and are often based
on cultural and religious teachings rather than practical topics. There is a current tendency for
Uyghur students to prefer Han Chinese education.
Pop Music
Preferences in popular music in Xinjiang have changed over the past two decades, as the youth
choose to listen to and support artists who are not critical of the Chinese government. This is
contrary to the previous generations, which followed artists such as Askar, the singer of the most
popular Uyghur rock group of the 1990s. Askar’s band, Grey Wolf, gained international attention
for their advocacy of Uyghur independence and nationalism. The anti-Han sentiments are prevalent
in Askar’s lyrics, such as in the song “Play,” where Askar appeals to Uyghurs to unite and rid
Xinjiang of the “stinky air” that is ruining their homeland. The stinky air is an allegory of the Han
Chinese and their culture.
Askar and Grey Wolf have increasingly lost their popularity among the younger Uyghurs, who
have begun listening to artists, such as Arken, whose songs are about contentment and enjoying life.
Arken is fifteen years younger than Askar, and his support among the younger demographic reflects
his appeal to adolescent Uyghurs. Arken’s music videos are regularly aired on MTV, and he has
become a pop icon since the 2000s. His songs, such as the popular love song “Boy,” are devoid of
controversial themes and contain lyrics in Chinese—even though Arken was educated in Uyghur
schools and did not learn Chinese until he was an adult. In a survey of four colleges and universities
in China, one in Xinjiang and three elsewhere, there were significant correlations in musical
preference among students. Arken was preferred over Askar and the students stated they preferred
non-politicized music.
Final Remarks
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In order to quell the separatist sentiments within the Uyghur community in Xinjiang, the
Chinese government could offer alternatives to the currently bleak economic future of the younger
generation. Currently, Uyghurs are disproportionately underrepresented in political offices and less
employed in industries. A uniform education system for students would alleviate the inequality of
skills attainment and prepare the next generation’s workforce and leaders. There must be equal
hiring practices for industries in Xinjiang, which could be enacted through a policy of equal
opportunity and adequate incentives.
It is in the Chinese government’s best interest to work towards the improvement of the Uyghur
community and to work with Uyghurs as part of a larger society rather than oppose and marginalize
them. The opportunity is present but it will require the will of policymakers in Beijing to promote
economic development for the Uyghurs rather than a reactionary policy of containing opposition.
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